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� 2 kind of Pt-ceria anode catalyst

were prepared using a novel sput-

tering technique.

� Differences in the efficiency are

visible in the first days of operation.

� Samples were studied both ex situ

and in operando conditions through

XAS and SAXS.

� When sputtered on Carbon Ion-

omer Layer, the catalyst is less

stable.

� Pt2þ fraction increases as the Pt/Ce

ratio decreases.
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a b s t r a c t

As the demand for energy is rising, the role of batteries and fuel cells in everyday life is

undeniable, but fuel cell systems are still currently not employed worldwide mainly

because of their cost, which is due to the large amount of Pt used in catalyst layers.

Recently, it was demonstrated that catalysts composed by low Pt loading (around 10 mg/

cm2) onto ceria (CeOx) matrix are a promising alternative, showing comparable perfor-

mances with respect to catalysts made by Pt only. Indeed, a strong metal to support
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interaction between Pt and ceria has been already observed and exploited for application in

direct methanol fuel cells.

In this context, the aim of the present study is to investigate the stability of innovative

Pt-CeOx anode catalyst deposited on two different supports and characterized by means of

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 7 ( 2 0 2 2 ) 8 7 9 9e8 8 1 08800
SAXS
Pt-ceria catalysts

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS).

The XANES ex-situ data collected at the Ce L3-edge highlighted the stability of ceria

when directly deposited onto the nano-Gas Diffusion Layer (nGDL) whereas it is particu-

larly unstable when deposited onto the so-called Carbon Ionomer Layer (CIL), where Ce

was found irreversibly reduced to Ce3þ upon contact with the air. These behaviors are

confirmed also by preliminary test experiments conducted in operando conditions, using a

modified fuel cell designed on purpose. In addition, EXAFS data collected ex-situ at the Pt L3-

edge evidenced an increase in the fraction of Pt2þ as the overall amount of Pt (or the Pt/Ce

ratio) is decreasing, in agreement with existing literature.

Our results provide an extended picture about characterization of Pt-CeOx catalyst,

focusing on the effects of the hosting support, in order to improve the fabrication of more

stable Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEAs) with low Pt contents to be employed with

PEMFCs.

© 2021 Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

importance and may also help in achieving the DOE targets.

Introduction
 Indeed, several works are now focusing on the implementa-
tion of anode catalysts [8].

Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) [1] are
among of the most promising candidates to power electric
Catalysts composed of a ceria (CeOx) support used as a

matrix where platinum (Pt) atoms are encapsulated [9e11] are
2

mobility and particularly automotive. PEMFC potential is due

to their high energy conversion efficiency and power density,

fast refuelling and easy/fast start-up even at low temperatures.

Despite the progresses achieved in the last decades, fuel

cell systems have not yet beenmassively deployed and, so far,

only few commercial applications in automotive are available,

like the Toyota Miraj. The main obstacles to the diffusion of

this technology are the cost and the stability [2]. Accordingly,

the path towards the massive deployment of PEMFCs requires

the overcoming of two significant technical challenges: i) the

reduction in the use of Pt-groupmetals (PGMs) as catalyst and

ii) catalyst durability. These two issues are closely related as

the use of lower amount of PGMs catalyst usually produce a

decrease in both performance and stability. State of the art

systems employ carbon black supported Pt catalysts, a Pt

loading from 200 to 400 mg/cm2 (withmost of thematerial used

at the cathode) and roughly 50 mg/cm2 at the anode [3]. How-

ever, such loadings are still large and impactmuch on the cost

of the device. For this reason, some recent work investigated

catalysts system with ultra-low metal loadings, ranging from

1 to 200 mg/cm2 [4,5], acting both as anode, cathode or both

electrodes. The Department of Energy of the US (DOE) has

defined that the reasonable target is to achieve an overall Pt

loading of fuel cells of 125 mg/cm2 or less.

Concerning durability, DOE has defined a target for the

light duty vehicle of 5000 hrs by 2025 and 8000 hrs by 2030; at

present, durability is around 4000 hrs. As most of the Pt is

employed at the cathode, much research has been [6] and is

currently [7] devoted to the development of novel and more

efficient Pt electrocatalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction.

However, development of advanced anode catalyst with

reduced amount of PGM and better CO tolerance is still of high
receiving a great deal of attention in the frame of automobile

catalytic converters [12], which are currently consuming

approximately 40% of the worldwide produced Pt [13]. The

interest further extends to the water-gas-shift (WGS) reaction,

being a key step in fuel processing for hydrogen generation

[14]. Recently, a novel nanostructured Pt-CeOx material for

fuel cell anode catalysts prepared via magnetron sputtering

has been presented [15e18] and patented [19].

Pt2þ-CeOx thin films show an exceptionally high activity for

the Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction (HOR) at the anode side of

PEMFCs and high durability [16, 17, 20e22 and references

therein], despite employing up to 100-time lower Pt load

compared to standard Pt/C catalysts [17,21,23]. Thanks to

these features, such materials can be considered a promising

alternative technology for future large-scale applications.

Because of the low amount of Pt in the compound, the Pt

ions can be considered as ionic dopant of the CeOx thin film

matrix, as demonstrated in a recent work of Dvo�rak et al. [24].

By combining experimental and theoretical models, the au-

thors illustrate in which way the Pt2þ dopants in Pt-CeOx

catalysts become single ionized Pt atoms. This picture has

been confirmed also by Yang et al. [25] and Flytzani-

Stephanopoulos et al. [26].

Single-atom catalysts represent the new frontier in hetero-

geneous catalysis, with preciousmetals ultimately dispersed as

single atoms [25,26] to maximize their utilization [27].

However, in order to optimize the efficiency and stability of

this catalysts, it is crucial to identify the physical and chem-

ical processes behind both their catalytic activity and degra-

dation processes; for example, it is still unclear whether the

single supported atoms are the effective active centres where

catalytic reactions take place or not [28e30].
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Thus, the catalytic activity of single atom catalyst was

found to differ from the behaviour of the (well-established)

materials working as surface catalysts, being a complex and

dynamic process with single atom active centres evolving in

Sample preparation

The anode catalysts layers were prepared by magnetron

sputtering on two different substrates: a commercial nGDL

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 7 ( 2 0 2 2 ) 8 7 9 9e8 8 1 0 8801
response to the changes of reaction atmospheres [31,32].

In this context, the aim of present work is to investigate

innovative Pt-ceria anode catalysts for applications in PEMFC

focusing on X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) data,

collected both ex-situ and in operando conditions. The study

will address the catalyst stability depending on the different

kind of hosting supports, which are nano-Gas Diffusion Layer

(nGDL) and the so-called Carbon-Ionomer Layer (CIL).

Materials
The two set of samples investigated both ex-situ and operando
are Pt-ceria anode catalysts whose performances have been

already preliminarily characterized through X-ray Photoelec-

tron Spectroscopy (XPS), Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

(EELS), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), High Resolution

Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and endurance

tests. These data are presented in Fiala et al. (2011, 2015

and 2016) and Nov�akov�a et al. (2020) [15,22,33and34],

respectively.

The catalyst layers have been sputtered simultaneously

(Fig. 1) on two different supports to ensure the same loading,

resulting in sample PtCeOx/CIL (PCC) sputtered on Carbon

Ionomer Layer (CIL) and sample PtCeOx/nGDL (PCnG) sput-

tered on nano Gas Diffusion Layer (nGDL). In addition, catalyst

samples deposited on CIL with andwithout ceria and different

Pt loadings (1 or 10 mg/cm2) were also investigated only ex-situ

and named: Pt1mg; Pt1mgCeOx; Pt10mg; Pt10mgCeOx. Prepara-

tion methods and detailed description are provided below.
Fig. 1 e a) Membrane electrode assembly (MEA) with cut hole on

with hole; (2) Nafion® NE1035; (3) sputtered anode catalyst layer

samples and nGDL for PCnG samples. c) Anode fabrication for P

support (5). Then, catalyst is deposited via magnetron sputtering

layer is printed on Nafion® membrane (8) and, after Teflon rem

Concerning PCnG sample, catalyst was directly sputtered on nG
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support (SGL TECHNOLOGIES GmbH, Sigracet GDL 29 BC,

thickness 235 mm) and a carbon ionomer layer (CIL).

CIL was made by spraying a carbon-based ink on a Teflon

substrate. The carbon ink was composed by 2 mg of Carbon

nanopowder (<50 nm (BET), 99þ% (CAS 7440-44-0) Sigma

Aldrich) and Nafion® solution 5%Alfa Aesar (1:1 with C emass

ratio), dissolved in 20ml isopropyl alcohol for a resulting carbon

loading of 0.5 mg/cm2. For carbon spraying, ExactaCoat from

SONOTek was used. The estimated thickness, evaluated via

mechanical measurements, is several micrometers (5 mm after

drying). The catalyst layers were coated on the two different

substratesbysimultaneoussputtering fromtwomagnetrons: Pt

target (SAFINA, 99.99%, 101.6 � 2 mm) at DC mode and CeO2

target (Kurt J. Lesker, 99.99%, 4“ x 0.125“) at AC mode using

balanced magnetrons (TORUS®, Kurt J. Lesker) in argon atmo-

sphere at 0.5 Pa. DCmode was powered by DC source (DC01BP,

Kurt J. Lesker) at 5 W and AC mode was carried out with a AC

power source (CESAR® RF generator (13.56MHz) coupledwith a

NAVIO™ impedance matching device) at 80W power.

Pre-sputtering pressure was 5� 10�4 Pa. Sputtering ratewas

calibrated with measuring step between sputtered film and

region with removed film on silicon wafer reference support

using atomic force microscope (AFM). Calibration of the mag-

netrons by AFM together with XPS data allowed to estimate

thickness and composition of sputtered PtCeOx layer for PCC,

PCnG and Pt10mgCeOx samples; considering a Pt concentration

in the composite film of 22% (±5%) and an overall thickness of

30 nm, the corresponding Pt loadingwas defined at about 10 mg/

cm2. Similarly, estimated thickness of samples Pt1mg,

Pt1mgCeOx and Pt10mg are 0.5 nm, 3 nm and 5 nm, respectively.
cathode side. b) MEA cross section: (1) cathode catalyst layer

; (4) support layer, that is carbon ionomer layer (CIL) for PCC

CC sample: at first, carbon ink (4) is sprayed on Teflon

(6 is CeO2 target; 7 is Pt target) onto CIL. Finally, the catalyst

oval, anode is ready to be used for composing the MEA.

DL and later assembled in MEA.
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Finally, catalysts were printed onto a Nafion® membrane

(NE1035, C7HF13O5S$C2F4), while supporting Teflon was

removed; printing procedure was performed by hot press

method at 120 �C and 2 MPa for 3 min. A scheme of the whole

Then, the final step consisted of collecting spectra on the

operating PEMFC @ 0.5 V (“05 V” state).

Scanning electron microscopy

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 7 ( 2 0 2 2 ) 8 7 9 9e8 8 1 08802
sample preparation procedure is presented in Fig. 1c.

Fuel cell design

Fig. 2 reports the assembly scheme of the PEMFC used for

operando experiments. This cell has been specifically devel-

oped to be analysed both at the SAXS and XAFS beamlines of

ELETTRA synchrotron (Trieste, Italy). The technical descrip-

tion of the cell will be the subject of another paper together

with the SAXS results.

It is necessary to underline the innovative character of the

cell and the fact that the measurements reported here repre-

sent the first attempt to use this prototype; for this reason,

there were obviously drawbacks, which will be discussed in

Section Operando XAS at the Ce and Pt L3-edge.

The cathode was made by commercially available nGDL

supported Pt/C catalyst (purchased from Alfa Aesar with Pt

loading of 500 mg/cm2, 60% Platinum on Vulcan - Carbon Paper

Electrode). A small hole has been cut on the cathode along the

X-ray path, in order to have the information of the local and

electronic structure of the Pt exclusively present on the anode.

The cell was operatedwith pure fully hydrated hydrogen as

fuel and oxygen as oxidant under atmospheric pressure. The

flow rates of H2 and O2 were controlled at 140 ml/min and

110 ml/min, respectively.

The temperature of the cell as well as humidifier tanks

were controlled at 65 �C. The performance of the Pt doped

ceria anode was evaluated by comparing it with a reference

anode tested at same FC working conditions. In the reference

MEA the Pt doped ceria anode was replaced by the commer-

cially available Pt/C catalyzed nGDL.

First XAS spectra were collected on the assembled PEMFC

without gas flow and cable connection (defined “dry” initial

state). Then gas lines were connected and wet nitrogen was

used to warming up the cell and to hydrate the MEA for about

4 h, bringing internal relative humidity (RH) to about 100%

(“wet” state).

After the membrane was completely hydrated, the

hydrogen and oxygen gases were fluxed on the anode and

cathode sides, with the cell in OCV state (open circuit voltage).
Fig. 2 e a) The assembled PEMFC with gas inlets and outlets, th

dimension: 10 £ 6 cm). b) Scheme of the experimental setup fo
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Experimental
The morphology of the two kind of catalyst samples studied in

the present paper was investigated by scanning electron micro-

scopy (SEM). The SEM study was conducted using a Tescan

MIRA 3 instrument available at the Faculty of Science of the

Charles University in Prague, operating with an accelerating

voltageof 30kV.The sampleswere conductive soAucoatingwas

notnecessaryandtheyweresimply loadedonthesampleholder.

Catalyst performance

To assess the performance of the anode catalyst, measure-

ments in a standard fuel cell setup were conducted both to

measure IeV curves and to check catalyst durability.

The membrane electrode assembly (MEA) was sandwiched

in the graphite bipolar plates with a single serpentine flow

field and active area of 4 cm2. Fuel cell testing was performed

after 24 h of the cell conditioning at a temperature of 65 �C and

constant flow (50 sccm) of humidified N2 on both fuel cell

sides. After conditioning, anode and cathode catalysts were

fed with fully hydrated hydrogen and oxygen (50/50 sccm),

respectively. No back-pressure was used. For durability test, a

constant voltage of 0.5 V was set by an electronic load (BK

Precision 8500) and the current was recorded as a function of

time. Polarization curves weremeasured by an electronic load

(BK Precision 8500) after the break-in procedure. Measure-

ments were performed in the current control regime. Current

was step-wise increased by 20 mA per each step every 3 s,

while voltage response was recorded.

Small angle X-ray scattering

To complete morphological characterization, small angle X-

ray scattering (SAXS) patterns were recorded on freshly pre-

pared samples at the SAXS beamline (ELETTRA, Trieste, Italy)

[35]. Beam photon energy was set to 8 keV, corresponding to a

wavelength l ¼ 0.154 nm.
ermocouple and wires for voltage and current sense (cell

r operando XAS experiments at the XAFS beamline.
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Silver behenate was used as a calibrant, with a sample to

detector distance equal to 1512 mm. Scattering patterns were

recorded from a 2D detector (Pilatus3 1 M, Dectris) and

resulting two-dimensional images were azimuthally inte-

(Alpha Aesar, CAS 10025-65-7) and PtO2�nH2O (Alpha Aesar,

CAS 52785-06-5) were also collected. The normalized spectra

of all the reference samples are reported in Fig. 3 and Fig. S1.

Considering the high reactivity of metallic Ce in contact with

Morphological characterization
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grated to obtain a 1D pattern [36], further normalized to cor-

rect for transmission and intensity fluctuations.

Two models were used for fitting CIL/Nafion® (i.e. without

the catalyst layer) and PCC samples. The former sample was

fitted by using a power law and two Voigt peaks. The first term

is describing diffused scattering produced from carbon porous

structure, while the two peaks are used to model the ionomer

peak and the matrix knee, characterizing the Nafion® scat-

tering pattern [37].

In presence of the catalyst, a term to describe the scattering

contributions produced from catalyst nanoparticles was

added to the model. It was composed by the product of a form

factor (which considers the size of the scattering objects) by a

structure factor taking into account their displacement on the

substrate. As a form factor, a set of spheres following the

Schulz distributions was selected [38,39]. As a structure factor,

the so-called Sticky-Hard Sphere model [40,41] was chosen.

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

Pt and Ce L3-edge operando XAS spectra were collected at the

XAFS beamline (ELETTRA, Trieste, Italy) [42] in fluorescence

mode using fixed exit double crystal Si(111) monochromator.

Energy calibration was done by collecting simultaneously

spectra of Pt metal foil or CeO2 pellet and assigning the posi-

tion of the first inflection point at 11564.0 and 5726.2 eV

(þ3.2 eVwith respect tometal Ce, see Fig. 3) for Pt and Ce data,

respectively. The reference samples were placed in a second

experimental chamber after the sample and after the I1 ioni-

zation chamber. Higher order harmonics contamination was

suppressed by detuning the second monochromator crystal.

Spectra of ex-situ samples were collected at room temper-

ature both in air at the XAFS beamline and in high vacuum

conditions at the XRF beamline (ELETTRA, Trieste, Italy)

[43,44].

Additionally, the spectra of reference compounds CeF3
(Sigma Aldrich, CAS 7758-88-5), CeCl3 (Sigma Aldrich, CAS

7790-86-5), CeF4 (Sigma Aldrich, CAS 10060-10-3), CeO2 (Alpha

Aesar, CAS 1306-38-3), Ce (Carlo Erba, CAS 7440-45-1), PtCl2
Fig. 3 e Normalized XANES spectra collected on reference

Ce-bearing materials.
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the air, the sample container has been opened in an Ar-filled

glove box, then the powder sample was sandwiched be-

tween two Kapton tapes and promptly placed in vacuum

chamber for the XAS measurement.

For all the measurements, a variable energy step as a

function of the energy was used: large step (5 eV) in the first

200 eV of the spectrum, smaller step (0.3 eV) in the XANES

region and a k-constant step of 0.03 �A�1 in the EXAFS region.

When the sample was not degrading, multiple spectra have

been collected and merged in order to increase the signal to

noise ratio. Merged spectra were then normalized with

respect to the atomic background of the curve using the

Athena software [45].

For selected spectra collected ex-situ, EXAFS refinements

were also performed. Signals have been extracted using

Athena, Fourier transformed with an Hanning window in the

k range 3e12 �A�1 and quantitative analysis were carried out

using the Artemis software (Demeter 0.9.25 package) [46].

The normalized XANES spectra of samples have been

analysed through linear combination fitting (LCF) of spectra

from the reference compounds, using the Athena software.

CeF3 was used to model the Ce3þ in CeOx whereas CeF4 and

CeO2 were used to model Ce4þ (detailed information in para-

graph 4.3).

Results and discussion
Results fromscanningelectronmicroscopy (SEM)are reported in

Fig. 4: a) and c) show morphology of the CIL and of the com-

mercial nGDL deposited on Teflonwhereas b) and d) are CIL and

nGDL layers coated with PtCeOx catalyst, respectively. It is not

easy to spot the small differences among the samples with and

without the catalyst because of its reduced thickness of about

30 nm. Nonetheless, from TEM investigations conducted previ-

ously on a set of samples prepared in the sameway of our PCnG

sample [22] is possible to distinguish the rough surface structure

composing the carbon particles with respect to the catalyst

coating, composed of Pteceria nano grains (Fig. 4e and f).

In order to reveal the catalyst particle morphology, SAXS

measurements were also performed. The substrate porosity

spotted from SEM images is reflected in the low q region of

SAXS scattering patterns as well, which are represented in

Fig. 5. Due to the small thickness of the CIL, Nafion® scattering

pattern is still visible and the low amount of carbon is only

revealed by an enhanced upturn at low q values. The fit of this

trace was used to characterize the substrate hosting the

catalyst layer.

From fitting the scattering pattern of the PCC sample, size

and displacement of catalyst nanoparticles were retrieved:

average particle diameter was found being equal to

8.42 ± 0.04 nm with a standard deviation of 0.20 ± 0.04 nm. In

addition, minimum interparticle distance was retrieved being

equal to 46.30 ± 0.62 nm.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.12.241
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On contrary, the large amount of carbon constituting the

nGDL is producing a very intense and broad diffused

scattering pattern which does not allow to carry out

further analysis. For this reason, scattering pattern from

value of 0.06 A/cm2. Initial performance, however, was

different with almost 2 times higher current density for nGDL

based system. The IeV curves performance perfectly match

with the measured values at the beginning of the durability

Fig. 4 e SEM images of: a) CIL layer as prepared; b) CIL layer coated by Pt-CeOx catalyst; c) nGDL; d) nGDL coated by Pt-CeOx

catalyst. It can be observed that the sputtered catalyst layer creates a cauliflower-like structure, increasing the specific area

of surface where reaction occurs. e) and f) are TEM images collected on PtCeOx/nGDL sample (from the work of Fiala et al.

[22]).

Fig. 5 e SAXS patterns recorded ex situ from nGDL and CIL/

Nafion® supports and from PCC sample. By fitting the PCC

trace it was possible retrieve information about catalyst

morphology.

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 7 ( 2 0 2 2 ) 8 7 9 9e8 8 1 08804
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nGDL was not fitted and PCnG sample was not analysed

through SAXS.

Catalyst performance

Performance of sputtered 30 nm PtCeOx layers on CIL and

nGDL supports are shown in Fig. 6; time-dependent mea-

surements are shown in Fig. 6a whereas IeV polarization

curves are presented in Fig. 6b and c (respectively).

As can be seen, for both structures the current density

decreases during the first 36 h and then stabilized at the same
test. The maximum power density for nGDL-supported cata-

lyst reaches 0.45 W/cm2, whereas for CIL is less than 0.22 W/

cm2. Presented curves showed no signs of mass polarization

and twofold decrease of performance for CIL support could be

the result of lower catalyst activity, as was previously sug-

gested. Such results can be explained by differences in

morphology and/or chemical changes of studied systems.

SEM images (Fig. 4aed) showed the quite similar structure

of supports, therefore, morphology cannot be a dominating

factor defining performance. Moreover, both supports are

based on carbon black particles, which are stable under the

presented electrochemical environment. On the other hand,

the presence of ionomer in CIL substrate can change the

chemical structure of the catalyst layer. In a recent study [5], it

has been showed that magnetron sputtering of CeO2 on PFSA-

based materials leads to a chemical reaction with significant

ionomer etching. Change of chemical composition could

result in catalysts with lower activity.

After prolonged testing, both systems showed the same,

lower than the initial, performance. A decrease in the per-

formance could be related to the restructuring of the com-

posite catalyst, where platinum could aggregate into

nanoclusters. Since the concentration of Pt in studied struc-

tures is the same, it can be concluded that the final

morphology of Pt aggregates is similar.

Ex-situ XAS at the Ce and Pt L3-edge

At first, ex-situ XANES spectra at the Ce L3-edge were collected

on as prepared PCnG and PCC samples both in high vacuum

and in air, in order to check for possible differences depending

on the measurement conditions; the spectra are reported in

Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. According to the spectra collected

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.12.241
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from reference Ce-bearing materials (Fig. 3), the intensity of

the first peak (white line) on the Ce L3-edge (at about 5727 eV)

could be used to reveal and quantify the presence of Ce3þ by

means of LCF analyses. In spectra measured in high vacuum

(Fig. S5), analogously to what has been observed in vacuum.

However, PCC shows a completely different behaviour. As

visible in Fig. 8, the sample is reducing, incrementing the

amount of Ce3þ over time, as underlined by the increase of the

Fig. 6 e a) Performance of PtCeOx catalysts supported on nGDL (PCnG sample, green dots) and CIL (PCC sample, blue dots)

measured in the FC operating with a voltage equal to 0.5 V. b,c) IeV polarization curves measured on PCnG and PCC samples

(respectively). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of

this article.)

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 7 ( 2 0 2 2 ) 8 7 9 9e8 8 1 0 8805
(Fig. 7) is evident that the amount of Ce3þ is slightly higher in

sample PCC and that both samples are stable over time.

When measured at room conditions, the spectral features

characterizing PCnG did not show any variation over time
Fig. 7 e Normalized Ce L3-edge XANES spectra collected ex-

situ in high vacuum (XRF beamline) on the freshly prepared

samples PCC and PCnG (green and blue lines, respectively)

and after 15 h (violet and red lines). (For interpretation of

the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the Web version of this article.)
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intensity of the white line. Since the sample was recorded

outside from the environment of the PEMFC, this behaviour

can be only due to its exposure to air. X-ray damagingwas also

considered as a possible explanation, but this thesis is denied

by the stability observed on the same sample collected in high

vacuum at XRF beamline (the photon flux density in the two

beamlines is comparable).
Fig. 8 e Normalized Ce L3-edge XANES spectra collected in

air on the freshly prepared ex-situ sample PCC; spectra

were collected every 35 min; the last one is after roughly

7 h.
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LCF results (a typical fit is reported in Fig. S2 in the sup-

plementary material) show that in both samples Ce is present

both as Ce4þ (49% in PCC and 77% in PCnG) and Ce3þ (51% in

PCC and 23% in PCnG) and that in just 7 hrs the amount of

being a small difference and hence strongly influenced by the

normalization parameters.

Our observations are in line with the previous findings of

Bruix et al. [16] who compared PteCeO2 anodes and observed

Fig. 9 e Comparison between the k1 Fourier transformed

EXAFS spectra at the Pt L3-edge of the ex-situ catalyst

samples deposited on CIL, together with Pt foil and

PtO2�nH2O reference compound (in this case Pt is

octahedrally coordinated, but the bond-length distance is

comparable to our tetrahedrally coordinated Pt).

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 7 ( 2 0 2 2 ) 8 7 9 9e8 8 1 08806
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reduced Ce increases from 51% to 85% in PCC sample collected

in air.

The quick reduction of dispersed ceria in presence of Pt in

air at room conditions has been already observed by Wells

et al. [47]. Despite the authors also indicate that Al2O3 is

required to promote ceria reduction, our data demonstrate

that its presence is not a necessary condition. Indeed, as can

be seen in the Pourbaix diagrams for cerium in aqueous so-

lutions reported by Hayes et al. (2002), Grulke et al. (2014) and

by Channei et al. (2017) [48e50], at neutral pH with no differ-

ence of potential applied, the stable phase of cerium is Ce3þ.
In addition, Grulke et al. (2014) suggested that CeO2 could

be reduced to form Ce3þ salts in appropriate conditions, like

“the presence of different redox systems (such as ligands H2O2, O2,

Hþ, e�) which can cause shifts in the phase equilibria between Ce3þ

and CeO2 (Ce4þ), as” reported in the Pourbaix diagram; the

reduction in presence of H2O2 and O2 has also been reported

by Yu et al. (2005) [51]. In our case, e� could be available due to

the Auger effect, which is however not a sufficient condition

without water (as evidenced by the reproducibility of ex-situ

XANES spectra collected in vacuum). We cannot however

assess whenever the Ce3þ is in form of salts like CeF3, Ce(OH)3,

Ce2O3 or other.

The instability of Ce in PCC samples could be related or

to the hot press print of the catalyst layer on the Nafion®

membrane and/or to the formation of Ce3þ in ionic form

through the following reaction: 4Ce4þ þ 2H2O / 4Ce3þ

þ 4Hþ þ O2 [52].

This is not likely to happen in PCnG samples because of the

higher stability (and low content, 5-10 wt%) of PTFE which is

used to increase wettability of nGDL [53e55].

However, the key point is that both PCC and PCnG XANES

spectra were collected using exactly the same experimental

conditions in both beamlines, and hence the observed insta-

bility of ceria in PCC samples, opposite to the stability of PCnG

ones, is already a precious indication that sputtering on CIL

should not provide a stable and efficient anodic catalyst.

Complementary EXAFS results were obtained at the Pt L3-

edge on Pt catalyst samples sputtered on CIL in various

amounts, with and without ceria. These measurements were

performed prior to the investigation of Ce in PCC samples, and

were intended for evaluating the data quality and collection

times. For this reason, we were not aware of the instability of

ceria in air and then in all the samples with Ce, this specie is

completely reduced to Ce3þ.
The collected data are reported in Fig. 9 and Fig. S3 (FT

EXAFS and XANES, respectively). These data revealed a trend

according to the different Pt loading. More specifically, quan-

titative results derived from EXAFS refinements (Table 1) evi-

dence a relative increase in the fraction of Pt2þ with respect to

metallic Pt as the amount of Pt (or the Pt/Ce ratio) is

decreasing.

This is also visible in the XANES spectra (Fig. S3) where an

increase in the white line intensity, inversely proportional to

the overall Pt content, can be observed. However, this trend

has to be considered only as a general qualitative indication,
that Pt2þ fraction is higher in the catalyst with lower Pt loading,

which in that case was also the one with best performances. In

our case, all the samples have a remarkable fraction of Pt0

because of the reduction of the ceria substrate [16].

These findings confirm also the conclusion of Tovt et al.

[18] who stated that “when the surface O content is reduced, or Pt

amount increased, the charge transfer between Pt and O is no more

available and the charge transfer between Pt and Ce prevails, ulti-

mately resulting in metallic Pt clusters exhibiting only fractional

charging”.

Operando XAS at the Ce and Pt L3-edge

Operando experiments were performed using a properly

designed fuel cell to be used at both SAXS and XAFS beamlines

of ELETTRA synchrotron.

Concerning XAS, it is worth to specify that the initial idea

was to collect spectra to be analysed both in the XANES and

EXAFS regions. However, after the collection of good spectra

during the initial “dry” condition, before being able to run

accelerated stress tests the MEA must be obviously properly

hydrated with water vapours carried with the gas flow. This

fact, in addition to the water generated by the cell itself, lead

to the formation of water droplets onto the Kapton windows.

These droplets dramatically and quickly changed the total

absorption of the sample, strongly affecting the data and

resulting in glitches and steps which made the spectra diffi-

cult to be properly normalized and the EXAFS part unusable

(an example is provided in Fig. S4). It must be said that these

measurementswere conducted using the first prototype of the

cell, and this problem was subsequently solved by brushing

liquid Teflon on the internal surfaces of the Kapton widows

(making them hydrophobic) and improving the water
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management by using lower RH, which should also improve

the MEA performance [58].

The aforementioned issues did not allow to carry out a

deep, time-resolved analysis. Though, it was possible to char-

[58]. Indeed, trends observed from ex-situ data were confirmed,

as reported in Fig. 10, where it can be appreciated that the

stability of Ce in PCC is even lower as it is totally (and irre-

versibly) reduced to Ce3þ just after gas flowing of humidified

Table 1 e Crystallographic data and structural parameters as obtained from the R-space fit by using the theoretical
references.

Sample % N Atom R(�A) S20 R-factor s2 (�A2) DE0 (eV)

Pt foil 12a Pt 2.761 (13) 0.76 (5) 0.009 0.0042 (5) 7.4 (4)

Pt10 mg 0.90 (7) 12a Pt 2.750 (24) 0.63 (7) 0.009 0.006 (1) 6.9 (9)

0.10 (7) 4b O 1.958 (17) 0.002 (8)

Pt1mg 0.76 (7) 12a Pt 2.730 (44) 0.68 (7) 0.008 0.007 (1) 5 (1)

0.24 (7) 4b O 1.963 (19) 0.009 (1)

Pt10mgCeOx 0.70 (5) 12a Pt 2.729 (45) 0.69 (8) 0.007 0.006 (1) 4 (1)

0.30 (5) 4b O 1.941 (34) 0.006 (1)

Pt1mgCeOx 0.51 (4) 12a Pt 2.733 (41) 0.77 (11) 0.010 0.008 (2) 6 (2)

0.49 (4) 4b O 1.983 (10) 0.007 (2)

a Shell calculated from the crystallographic data of metallic Pt of Wyckoff (1963) [56];
b Shell calculated from the crystallographic data of Pt3O4 of Muller and Roy (1968) [57].

Fig. 10 e Normalized XANES spectra collected on PCC sample both at the Ce and Pt L3-edges, mounted on the PEMFC in

operando conditions. Vertical scales are different in order to better highlight the small changes in the white line of Pt spectra.

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 4 7 ( 2 0 2 2 ) 8 7 9 9e8 8 1 0 8807
acterize the MEA in defined key stages which are representa-

tive of the MEA life cycle and of the operative conditions of the

fuel cell. For these measurements, the alteration of CeOx was

expected as the dissolution of anodic CeOx in PEMFC during

AST is already reported in the literature by Banham et al. (2014)
Fig. 11 e Normalized XANES spectra collected on PCnG sample

mounted on the PEMFC in operando conditions.
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N2, being a further confirmation of its water-driven instability.

In addition, the small changes in the white line of Pt

spectra could be explained with the initial presence of mainly

metallic Pt with a small fraction of Pt2þ which is reduced/

broken or because of the reduction of the ceria support, in
both at the Ce and Pt L3-edges (vertical scale is the same),

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.12.241
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agreement with Bruix et al. [16], or because of the working of

the anode catalyst (as observed by Ishiguro et al. [59]), or both.

Nonetheless, the very small changes characterizing the

white line only, alongside with the aforementioned prob-

very grateful to CERIC-ERIC for his grant in the framework of

CEROP and for financial support from the project RETINA,

which is being implemented and co-financed by the European

Union eEuropean Regional Development Fund in the frame of
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lems related to the spectra normalization, makes it hard to

detect and follow any Pt evolution. For this reason, Pt

spectra from the MEA made up with PCnG as anode catalyst

(Fig. 11), were only collected at the initial and final state of

PEMFC working. Again, as already observed during ex-situ

investigations, the Pt-CeOx catalyst directly deposited on

nGDL is characterized by an higher stability than once

deposited onto CIL; LCF analysis allowed to determine that

the amount of Ce3þ in PCnG was never going above 27%.

Accordingly, also the decrease in the white line of Pt spectra

is less pronounced, pointing out that a Pt2þ fraction was still

present in the catalyst.

Conclusions
In this work, two set of Pt-ceria anode catalysts sputtered on [1] Wang Y, Chen KS, Mishler J, Cho SC, Adroher XC. A review of

Carbon-Ionomer Layer (CIL) and on nano-Gas Diffusion Layer

(nGDL) were investigated both ex-situ and in operando condi-

tions bymeans of X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy and by using

a properly designed proton exchange membrane fuel cell.

Electrochemical characterization evidenced similar perfor-

mances in the long-term for both systems, but the nGDL sup-

ported one show a better efficiency in the first 36 h of operation.

XANES data collected ex-situ at the Ce L3-edge highlighted

the instability of the ceria support (in air and at room tem-

perature) when the catalyst is sputtered onto the CIL, whereas

it is stable when sputtered on nGDL.

Complementary ex-situ EXAFS data collected on the CIL

samples at the Pt L3-edge evidenced also an increase in the

fraction of Pt2þ as the overall amount of Pt (or the Pt/Ce ratio)

is decreasing, in agreement with existing literature.

In preliminary test experiments conducted in operando

using our special cell, the reduction of Ce deposited on CIL is

faster as it is totally (and irreversibly) reduced to Ce3þ just

after gas flowing of humidified N2, confirming that the reac-

tion is water-driven. On the contrary, the higher stability of

nGDL catalyst is proved also in operando.

Our work provides useful indication about the best support

to be employed for the fabrication of stable and more durable

Pt-ceria catalysts for PEMFC.
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